Prognostic significance of tenascin-C expression in superficial and invasive bladder cancer
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T
enascin-C (Tn-C) is an extracellular matrix glycoprotein that is expressed transiently during embryogenesis.1 2 The expression of Tn-C is downregulated in most adult tissues, but reappears in various pathological conditions, including reparative, hyperplastic, inflammatory, and neoplastic processes.4 5 Functionally, Tn-C interacts with fibronectin and can be defined as an anti-adhesive or adhesion modulating protein.6 7 Several studies have linked Tn-C expression in malignant tumours to increased invasive and metastatic potential.8–11

Bladder cancer is the most common malignant tumour of the urogenital tract, with most being transitional cell carcinomas (TCC).12 13 Most patients with TCC initially present with superficial tumours (pTa and pT1), but the disease progresses in approximately 25%.13 About 20% of patients have muscle invasive disease at first presentation.14 A wide range of markers has been tested to help identify those patients who will develop progression or are at high risk for metastasis.15–18

“Functionally, tenascin-C interacts with fibronectin and can be defined as an anti-adhesive or adhesion modulating protein”

Tn-C has been suggested to be of prognostic relevance in malignant tumours.19–22 Cytoplasmic Tn-C expression was found in superficial cells of normal urothelium, but rarely in bladder cancer.20 21 Expression of Tn-C has been described in the stroma of invasive TCC of the urinary bladder and in the fibrovascular cores, suggesting an association with muscle invasion and neoangiogenesis.22 23 To assess further the expression and prognostic relevance of Tn-C in superficial and invasive bladder cancer, we performed a retrospective study of 106 patients with a mean clinical follow up of 126 months.

Aims: Tenascin-C (Tn-C) is an extracellular matrix glycoprotein that is upregulated in malignant tumours. Tn-C promotes cell growth, cell migration, and angiogenesis. It has been suggested to be a prognostic factor in various types of malignant tumours, but there is little information on its significance in bladder cancer with regard to overall survival (OS) and recurrence free survival (RFS).

Methods: Tn-C expression was studied in 106 patients with bladder cancer diagnosed between 1994 and 1997. Immunohistochemistry was performed using a monoclonal antibody against Tn-C. RFS and OS were estimated by the Kaplan–Meier method and compared by the log rank test in univariate analysis and by the Cox multistep regression method in multivariate analysis.

Results: Within the mean follow up period of 126 months, patients with diffuse Tn-C staining in the tumour stroma had a significantly worse OS than those with negative staining or only moderate Tn-C expression (p = 0.025). Patients with cytoplasmic expression of Tn-C had a significantly better OS than those without (p = 0.001). Multivariate analysis, taking into consideration age, grade, stage, tumour associated carcinoma in situ, progression, and Tn-C staining in tumour stroma, showed that only expression of Tn-C in invasive tumour cells was an independent positive prognostic factor for OS (p = 0.049).

Conclusions: Tn-C may provide important prognostic information in bladder cancer depending on the expression pattern in the tumour stroma or cytoplasm of the tumour cells.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

One hundred and six cases of TCC of the bladder diagnosed between January 1994 and December 1997 were selected from the files of the institute of pathology at the Innsbruck Medical University, Austria; the clinical data were available for all these cases and they were all primary diagnoses, with no previous surgical or neoadjuvant cytoreductive treatment. All specimens were obtained by means of transurethral resection. The depth of bladder wall infiltration of all seven pT3 and pT4 tumours was corroborated by the stage obtained on the consecutive cystectomy specimens. Disease recurrence was defined as the detection of a newly developed tumour more than one month after primary resection. Disease progression was defined as an increase of stage and/or grade in a recurrent tumour.

For immunohistochemistry, a monoclonal antibody against Tn-C (clone T2H5; Neomarkers, Freemont, California, USA) was used at a dilution of 1/50. After dewaxing with xylol and rehydration with graded ethanol, antigen retrieval was carried out by treating sections with 0.1mM EDTA buffer (pH 8.0) in a microwave oven (750 W) for 10 minutes. Afterwards, the slides were incubated with 1.5% H2O2 in methanol. To block non-specific binding, the sections were also treated with a blocking solution (blocking reagent; Boehringer, Mannheim, Germany) for 45 minutes. Sections were then incubated with the primary antibody overnight (blocking reagent; Boehringer, Mannheim, Germany) for 45 minutes. Sections were then incubated with the primary antibody overnight at 4°C. After washing, the reaction was visualised using the alkaline phosphatase anti-alkaline phosphatase method (Dako, Glostrup, Denmark) and Fast red (Serotec, Kidlington, Oxford, UK) as substrate. For positive control experiments, a squamous cell carcinoma of the larynx was used as a positive control.

Abbreviations: CIS, carcinoma in situ; OS, overall survival; RFS, recurrence free survival; TCC, transitional cell carcinoma; Tn-C, tenascin-C
used and for negative control experiments non-relevant IgG was applied instead of the specific antibody.

Tn-C staining was assessed by scoring the tumours semiquantitatively as +, ++, and ++++, corresponding to focal, multifocal, and diffuse immunoreactivity, respectively. Stromal staining in invasive tumours, and cytoplasmic staining in superficial, intermediate/basal, and invasive tumour cells was evaluated. Adjacent normal urothelium and the underlying lamina propria, in addition to sections from normal urothelium, were used as controls.

SPSS 11.0 for Windows was used for statistical analysis. Overall survival (OS) and recurrence free survival (RFS) were analysed by the Kaplan–Meier method and compared by the log rank test. The Pearson $\chi^2$ test was used to test correlations between Tn-C expression and recurrence rate, grade, and stage of disease. Multivariate analysis was performed to identify independent prognostic markers for OS using a Cox multistep regression model. A p value $< 0.05$ was considered significant.

RESULTS

Our study group consisted of 74 (70%) male and 32 (30%) female patients. The mean age was 73 years (range, 43–100). Histopathologically, the group consisted of 25 pTa (11 grade 1, 12 grade 2, and two grade 3 tumours), 39 pT1 (one grade 1, 15 grade 2, and 23 grade 3 tumours), 36 pT2–4 (eight grade 2 and 28 grade 3 tumours), five carcinomas in situ (CIS) and one papilloma.

Fifty eight (55%) patients had recurrent disease, with a mean number of two recurrences (range, one to nine). Fifteen (14%) patients had a tumour associated CIS at initial presentation. In 21 (20%) patients disease progressed. Within the follow up period, there were 34 malignancy related deaths. Ten patients died of a secondary neoplasm, eight of cardiovascular disease, and three of other causes, including pulmonary disease and trauma.

Stromal Tn-C staining and staining in invasive tumour cells were evaluated in all 75 invasive tumours included in the study; weak Tn-C expression in the lamina propria of non-invasive tumours was regarded as normal, and was used as an internal positive control. Stromal Tn-C expression was detected in 56 of the 75 invasive tumours and in the tumour cells of the invasive front of 35. Tn-C expression in superficial and intermediate cells was evaluated in 84 tumours (25 pTa, 36 pT1, 17 pT2 5 CIS, and one papilloma), irrespective of the grade or stage of disease, when the superficial portion was present. Staining of the superficial cells was seen in 59 of the 75 tumours, and staining of the intermediate/basal cells was seen in 38 (fig 1). Staining in the fibrovascular cores was found in 28 of all 106 specimens; namely, eight pTa, 14 pT1, and six pT2 tumours.

Tn-C staining in the tumour stroma correlated positively with disease stage, whereas staining in invasive tumour cells correlated negatively ($p = 0.006$ and $p = 0.007$, respectively). There was also a negative correlation between Tn-C expression in the stroma and in the invasive tumour cells ($p = 0.007$). No such correlation was seen for the expression of Tn-C in the superficial or intermediate/basal cells of papillary bladder tumours. There was also no correlation between Tn-C expression and tumour grade.

Patients with diffuse Tn-C staining of the tumour stroma had a significantly worse OS (14 of the 21 patients died) than those with only focal and multifocal staining (11 of 22 died) and those without staining (nine of 32 died; $p = 0.023$; fig 2).

When compared by the log rank test, patients with cytoplasmic Tn-C expression had a significantly better OS (18 of 72 patients died) than Tn-C negative patients (19 of 34 died; $p = 0.0012$). In addition, patients with Tn-C expression in the superficial cells had a considerably better OS (11 of 59 patients died) than those without TN-C expression in the superficial cells (12 of 25 died; $p = 0.0037$; fig 3). A similar result was seen for patients with cytoplasmic staining of invasive cells. Patients with diffuse or multifocal cytoplasmic staining in invasive tumour cells had a better OS than those without or with only focal staining, although it was only of borderline significance ($p = 0.5$). Apart from Tn-C staining the only factors that significantly influenced OS were stage ($p = 0.0003$) and grade ($p = 0.0039$).

No influence of Tn-C expression on the number of recurrences or RFS was detected in either the stroma or in the cytoplasm of the tumour cells. The only factor that...
significantly correlated with RFS was disease progression: there were higher numbers of recurrences and shorter intervals to recurrence in patients with disease progression (20 relapses in 21 patients; RFS, 35 months) compared with those without progression (35 of 76; RFS, 141 months; p < 0.0001 for both).

Multivariate analysis taking into account age, stage, grade, tumour associated CIS, progression, and Tn-C staining in stroma and invasive cells revealed that Tn-C staining in invasive tumour cells was an independent positive prognostic factor for OS (table 1).

**DISCUSSION**

Our analysis of Tn-C expression in 106 urothelial carcinomas with a mean follow up period of 126 months showed that the pattern and localisation of staining of the tumour cells and stroma has prognostic significance. Invasive tumours with diffuse Tn-C staining in the stroma had a significantly worse prognosis than those that were negative or stained weakly. Because few data on the prognostic significance of Tn-C expression in bladder cancer are available, our data can only be compared with the results found in studies on other cancer types.20-23 There are striking differences among different cancer types; in some, Tn-C stromal positivity was a sign of poor prognosis,2,7,15-18 whereas in others it was predictive of a better outcome.24-26 Even in the same cancer types (for example, breast and colon), positive Tn-C stromal staining was associated with a poor outcome in some studies15,18, and a good prognosis in others.19,21,22 Moreover, some authors found no correlations between Tn-C stromal expression and outcome.27,28 One possible reason for these contradictory results could be the use of different parameters for the assessment of the biological behaviour of the tumours. In some cases, the prognostic importance of Tn-C has been analysed by comparing staining with survival rates.8,15,16,18,19 However, in other reports, Tn-C expression has been compared only with morphological predictors of worse prognosis, such as vascular invasion and lymph node metastases.27,15,26,27

"Tenascin-C expression in bladder cancer may provide additional prognostic information with regard to patient outcome"

In addition to stromal Tn-C expression, we saw cytoplasmic staining in superficial and invasive tumour cells. It is well known that not only stromal fibroblasts but also tumour cells are a source of Tn-C.2,16,18,29,30 In our group, patients with staining in superficial cells had a better OS than those with loss of Tn-C expression. Normal urothelial cells are able to produce large amounts of Tn-C in vitro and superficial cells of

---

**Table 1** Multivariate analysis for the independent prognostic value of expression of Tn-C in invasive bladder cancer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Relative risk</th>
<th>p Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grade</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>0.002*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Progression</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>0.02*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tn-C invasive cells</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>0.03*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tumour associated CIS</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tn-C stroma</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Significant.
CIS, carcinoma in situ; Tn-C, tenascin-C.
normal urothelium have been shown to express Tn-C.29 In the bladder, the expression of Tn-C seems to be a normal function of superficial cells, and loss of superficial staining might be a sign of dedifferentiation.29 Tn-C expression in invasive tumour cells was detected in some autocrine fashion.29 These results are supported by the fact that the amount of Tn-C synthesis detected by in situ hybridisation for mRNA exceeds that detected by immunohistochemistry.2 Others reported that cytoplasmic staining in invasive tumour cells inversely correlates with lymph node metastasis, suggesting that Tn-C expression by neoplastic cells is an early event representing a less aggressive phenotype.30–33 We found that cytoplasmic staining was associated with significantly lower stromal expression and that Tn-C in invasive tumour cells was an independent positive prognostic factor, supporting the assumption that tumours with cytoplasmic staining might behave less aggressively. Several studies suggest that the migration and adhesion of tumour cells strongly depend on both the composition and concentration of extracellular matrix molecules.34–36 Yokosaki and co-authors showed that Tn14/16) may be helpful in predicting invasion.36

In conclusion, Tn-C expression in bladder cancer may provide additional prognostic information with regard to patient outcome, although its role in the tumorigenesis and progression of bladder cancer still needs to be investigated.
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